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Abstract

We formulate a representative consumer model of intertemporal resource realloca-
tion in which fluctuations in equity prices contribute to the smoothing of consumption
flows. Features of the model include (a) an incompletely observable stochastic process
of productivity shocks leading to fluctuating confidence of beliefs and (b) technolo-
gies involving commitments of a resource good. These features are exploited to show
that (1) equities are not a representative form of total wealth and (2) the valuation of
currently active firms is not representative of the valuation of all firms.

We examine the implications of (1) and (2) to argue that empirical findings for
the volatility and 'value shortfall' of equity prices may be consistent with a frictionless
representative consumer model having a low degree of risk-aversion. Simulation of a
calibrated version of the model for a risk-neutral consumer shows that when the 'data'
is analyzed according to current econometric procedures, it is found to exhibit volatility
of the same order of magnitude as that found in the actual data, although the model
contains no excess volatility
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1 Introduction
Evidence from equity markets (LeRoy and Porter (1981), Shiller (1981), Mehra and Prescott
(1985) among others) poses the following challenge: How can the prices of equities be so
volatile and their rates of return be nn	 ^ihwhenhhigh we their -sociated output flows are so smooth?
Should this evidence be broadly interpreted as casting doubt on the 'fundamentals' view of
asset pricing; should it be interpreted more narrowly as calling into question particular ver-
sions of those theories such as the frictionless representative consumer approach to asset
pricing; or as we shall argue, is there a fundamentals, frictionless representative consumer
model having the property that volatile equity prices, along with high rates of return, con-

tribute to the smoothing of output and consumption?

We regard the challenge as the need to integrate two seemingly opposite views on asset
pricing. One, a finance perspective, is that as efficient aggregators of dispersed information,
asset prices should be cushioned against shocks in subsequent dividend flows. From the
finance perspective, the behavior of equity prices appears especially dubious. The other, a
price-theoretic perspective, is that equity prices act as 'shock absorbers:' the volatility of
productivity shocks is transmitted directly to equity prices which, in turn, provide signals
to the economy to reallocate resources to more productive uses to cushion the real impact
of shocks on consumption. Evidently, from the so-called price-theoretic perspective the
challenge appears less daunting. Integration of the two perspectives is a problem in general
equilibrium theory, with the added restriction that there should be only one type of consumer.

The finance perspective is evident in the formulation of the challenge. For example,
Shiller's a-post rational price is an expression of the be-cushioned view of asset prices, as is
Mehra and Prescott's calibration based on an exchange economy model. Further, the finance
perspective has predominated in attempts to resolve the tension between the volatility of
equities and the smoothness of dividends/consumption. To give a be-cushioned explanation
of volatility, contributors have sought ways effectively to 'roughen' consumption flows. The
smooth consumption stream can be turned into a more volatile stream of marginal utilities
called stochastic discount factors by invoking risk-aversion (Grossman and Shiller (1981)),
Hansen and Jagannathan (1991)) or different kinds of preferences (Epstein and Zin (1989)).
But this route has proved problematic. The preferences required of the representative con-
sumer for the behavior of equity prices to match consumption/dividends is much different
from the preferences used to match the data in other applications of equilibrium business
cycle models.

Instead of seeing the problem as understanding how to roughen consumption to make
it fit the volatility of asset prices, we see the challenge as understanding how the volatility
of equities helps to smooth consumption. The productivity shocks we introduce are such
that if resources remained where they were, output flows would be volatile. However, by
redirecting resources among firms the economy can adapt to the shocks in ways that minimize
their consequences for aggregate fluctuations in dividends and consumption. The adaptation
is guided by continually fluctuating equity prices.
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The price-theoretic perspective suggests that in principle there is nothing contradictory
between volatility of equity values and smoothness of consumption, particularly for the
relation between individual or subsets of equities and aggregate consumption; however, for
resource reallocation to contribute to the smoothing of aggregate consumption, the aggregate
value of equities cannot fluctuate too much. By itself, the price-theoretic perspective does
not appear capable of meeting the challenge posed by the empirical findings. Nevertheless,
we shall argue that there is a further econometric implication of resource reallocation that
makes equities appear to be more volatile than they are.

There are two different ways to show that reallocation is an issue which can make equities
appear to be more volatile than they are. One is to assemble data on asset pricing which
takes more explicit account of the problems posed by reallocation. An example of this
approach is given below in our construction of 'year-by-year stock markets.' (See Section
2.2.) We demonstrate that after re-assembling the CRSP data on stock market prices to
minimize problems caused by reallocation, one aspect of the equity premium called the
`value shortfall' is significantly reduced. Another way to address the problem, and the one
emphasized here, is to analyze the consequences of (implicitly) accepting the hypothesis that
reallocation is not an issue in a model where it is.

It is not unusual to assume that the econometrician does not have as much information
as market participants. In our formulation, when the econometrician ignores the reallocation
problem it is as if he is observing an economy with a (continually changing) set of incomplete
equity markets, although they are actually complete. The econometrician (mis-)matches data
from the real side of the economy on which output, consumption and dividends are produced
via a complete markets model with data from incompletely observed equity markets. We
shall examine the biases from such a procedure, both theoretically and through simulation.
(Note: We rely on an ideal complete markets model to formalize the problem; however, a
more general formulation is that whatever the extent of real-world incompleteness, the failure
to take account of resource reallocation makes markets appear to be less complete than they
are.)

Simulation is used to evaluate the magnitude of potential biases in favor of findings of
excess volatility in an approach developed by West (1988). We find that an econometri-
cian observing equilibrium asset prices and discount factors generated by our computational
model calibrated to aggregate dividends in the U.S. would on average find excess volatility
similar to that found by West given 100 years of data and even with 10,000 years of data
would still think 50% of the volatility was excessive.

In the following section we describe in more detail the points of departure in our anal-
ysis of the volatility of equities. The consequences of two hypotheses, called representative
wealth and representative firms, as well as implications of the failure of those hypotheses are
highlighted. In Section 3 the model is described. We adopt the description of allocations as
measures used in general equilibrium theory. In Section 4 some of the formal consequences of
equities as non-representative wealth and the presence of non-representative firms are given.
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These results are obtained via variational analysis of the optimal value function. In Section 5
we present a computationally tractable version of the theoretical model to measure the extent
to which equities may appear to be more volatile than they are. There we point out biases in
addition to the sampling problems associated with non-representative firms from employing

models 	 nncu fore=ting modelsoels for - l ivides applied. to the on-linear dividend generating proce
in our model. Finally, the data in Section 2.2 on the value shortfall for year-by-year stock
markets is explained in the Appendix. (Appendix omitted in this version.)

2 The Representative Wealth and Representative
Firms Hypotheses

The representative consumer approach to asset pricing follows Lucas (1978) and Brock
(1982). Empirical applications frequently include one or more (implicit) restrictions that
we call the representative wealth and the representative firm(s) hypotheses, each of which
can be regarded as immediate extensions of Lucas' model to deal with production economies.
The asset price anomalies cited above can be interpreted as rejections of the joint hypothe-
ses of representative consumer/wealth or representative consumer/firm(s). Our goal is to
show that there is an alternative representative consumer model satisfying neither added hy-
pothesis which does not imply the strong restrictions on directly observable data frequently
claimed for it, and that the model can produce smooth output and consumption while also
generating equity valuations consistent with evidence from equity markets.

2.1 Equities Are Not Representative of Total Wealth: The Shock
Absorber View

\Veil-known applications of representative consumer models to asset pricing include the im-
plicit representative wealth hypothesis that equities are a representative source of total wealth.
There is some indirect support for the hypothesis based on output flows: dividends from firms
are approximately as smooth as 'dividends' from total wealth, namely consumption.

Calibrated versions of representative consumer cum representative wealth models find
that equities command an excessively large return over short-term risk-free assets (Mehra
and Prescott (1985)). These findings have been interpreted as challenging the validity of the
representative consumer approach to asset pricing. The findings could also be interpreted as
challenging the representative wealth hypothesis, particularly since corporate equities held
directly by households are one of the most volatile components of total wealth. (See Figure
1).

In contrast to the representative wealth hypothesis, a standard feature of general equilib-
rium models is that there are two sources of wealth, one from resources and the other from
the technologies employing them. Total wealth is therefore the sum of the valuations of re-
sources plus the valuation of firms, where the latter represents future profits associated with
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those technologies (firms). In the model below, the wealth from firms is derived from their
individual capacity constraints while the wealth from a single resource good is derived from
its fixed supply, all according to standard principles of (stochastic) marginal productivity
theory.

We shall see that Lucas' `tree-model' is in our terms as if capacity constraints are the
only ones that are binding, so that the re-allocation of the resource good to the various
technologies is not a scarce factor. With capacity constraints as the sole form of wealth, it
is necessarily representative. In the model we consider, capacity constraints and resources
are both scarce; and it is fluctuations in their relative scarcities that is basic to our analysis
of asset pricing.

As part of our goal to highlight the significance of the representative wealth and repre-
sentative firm assumptions, we make two departures from the standard model: one is that
within the Markovian class of productivity shocks we choose a particular family of processes
exhibiting 'fluctuating confidence of beliefs' and the other is an extension from exchange to a
production economy in which resources can be committed for varying lengths of time. These
are complementary departures in the sense that the significance of one is dependent on the
presence of other. (See Jones and Ostroy (1984).)

That there are two sources of wealth would mean little if their risk characteristics were
the same. We formulate a representative consumer, but multi-sector technology, model in
which wealth attributable to technologies—especially to technologies employing resources
with long-term commitments — fluctuates more than wealth attributable to resources.

The aim of the model is to show that technological commitments, along with continually
fluctuating confidence of beliefs, make firm valuations risky without transferring all of that
risk to total wealth. The reason this is possible is that resource re-allocation among firms
acts to (partially) absorb the stream of productivity shocks. Reallocation of resources has
different implications for the payment streams to the two sources of wealth cooperating
in its production. While reallocation of resources among firms acts to smooth aggregate
consumption, the smoothing does not carry over to the aggregate valuation of the firms
performing it. In the following paragraphs we give a heuristic explanation why.

The reallocation of resources away from firms likely to experience unfavorable produc-
tivity shocks toward those likely to have favorable shocks is based on Bayesian updating of
beliefs. The belief process does not move precipitously from favoring one sector to another;
rather it behaves more 'cautiously.' For example, if beliefs have supported the hypothesis
that productivity shocks favor sector I (over II) in the past but recent evidence is not con-
firming, then beliefs will be 'less confident,' e.g., they are 50-50. Since beliefs represent an
optimal forecast, it is therefore just as likely that future observations will favor I as that
they will favor II. Hence, it would be a mistake to assume that because beliefs no longer
favored I it was time to transfer resources to II. Rather, one should wait to see if future
observations raise the beliefs about the likelihood that shocks are favoring II before making
longer-term commitments. Consequently, resources are not immediately transferred from
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longer-term commitment technologies in one sector to longer-term commitments in another;
instead, uncommitted resources are allocated to to shorter-term commitment technologies.

Total wealth decreases when beliefs exhibit more uncertainty, but only by a small amount
since the increased uncertainty is transitory (although recurrent). The reduction in wealth
is distributed asymmetrically. The valuation of each firm is, by construction, based on its
firm-specific technology. Consequently, the value of all firms with long-term commitment
technologies declines. Whether the anticipated resolution of uncertainty favors sector I or
II affects the value of firms in those sectors more than its affects payments to the resource
good, which will be used no matter how the uncertainty is resolved. Hence payments to
the resource good hold their value as that component of wealth which captures the (well-
founded) belief that the reduction in wealth due to increased uncertainty is only transitory.
With increased uncertainty, payments to the resource good contain a return from their ability
to store options.

When beliefs exhibit less uncertainty, the resource good also enjoys a high value because
its marginal productivity is high; however, with decreased uncertainty its value does not
rise by as much as the (longer-term) firm-specific technologies favored by the more certainly
believed productivity shock. In other words, relative to the fluctuations in the aggregate value
of firm-specific technologies, the value of the resource good falls less in periods of greater
uncertainty (bad times) and rises less in periods of lower uncertainty (good times), causing
a disproportionate fraction of the volatility in aggregate wealth to be born by the aggregate
valuations of firms. Such a conclusion, however, goes only part of the way towards meeting
the challenge of linking fluctuating equity values with smooth output arid consumption. The
remaining part is based on another mismatch between theory and data.

2.2 The Sampling Bias from Non-Representative Firms

Even if there is more than one source of wealth, the representative consumer necessarily holds
it in representative form, i.e., as a representative portfolio of all firms and a representative
amount of the resource good. The representative firms hypothesis is satisfied if there is
a fixed set of firms from which output is always produced. Evidently, the representative
consumer hypothesis does not imply representative firms. Output may be produced by a
'varying portfolio' of the currently active firms, i.e., the current winners. (For example, of
firms originally in the CRSP index, only 10% remain.)

The same output and consumption—and therefore the same `stochastic discount fac-
tors' — can be produced either by a model with fixed portfolio of representative firms or by
a model with a varying portfolio of currently active firms. That depends on the (arbitrary)
industrial structure assigning technologies to firms. For example, we could assume a single
representative firm having a share of all technologies or, as we assume below, that each
technology is a separate firm, arid both would have the same output consequences.

Consider the difference in the market value of equities these two streams would imply.
With a single representative firm whose total output is au aggregate of its many-plant tech-
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nology there is no variation in individual firm valuations, whereas if each plant is a separate
firm, there can be substantial variation among firm valuations. In both cases, however, there
is a fundamental sense in which the same set of prices is guiding resource reallocation. It
is just that with a single representative firm the variation of internal plant pricing remains
unobserved, whereas when 'plants' are firms, plant pricing becomes market pricing.

Part of the market value of a firm comes from knowing when to de-activate some plants
and activate others. No matter how subtle this problem may be, its implications will be
reflected in the equity value of a representative firm. When plants are firms, firms will
be continually disappearing and reappearing. For the representative consumer, the varying
portfolio of currently active plants (or firms) within the entire portfolio is a more or less
irrelevant detail, like a list of even-numbered equities. For the econometrician attempting
to test the implications of an asset pricing model, the possibility that measured prices and
returns derive from a varying portfolio can be important.

The difficulty in the non-representative firm environment is that observed equity values
may no longer capture the consequences of inter-firm resource reallocation. For example, in
the model below we assume that prices observed by the econometrician are only for active
firms. Hence, the econometrician is not getting the same information from equity markets
that would be present if firms were representative since temporarily de-activated firms have
value. This assumption is intended to correspond to the phenomenon that firms enter stock
markets, or indices based on them, when they are most active and leave when they are less
active cease operations.

The representative firms assumption imposes tighter restrictions on commonly used fi-
nancial data than a non-representative firms model. For example, to measure the value of a
fixed group of representative firms over time it suffices at each date to examine the behavior
of an index of firm activity such as the S&P 500, whereas if the composition of active firms
is changing, the value of the index over time need not correspond to the values of any fixed
group of firms.

If the tighter restrictions from the representative firms hypothesis are applied in a non-
representative firm world, the econometrician will encounter a sampling bias from the mis-
taken conclusion that the risk characteristics of the current winners are representative of
the entire population of firms. (Similar issues of measurement bias are found in Hopenhayn
(1992) for Tobin's g and 011ey and Fakes (1991) for productivities.) We shall argue that
such qualifications have implications for the measurement of the equity premium and for the
measurement of the volatility of equity prices.

Suppose dividend streams are produced by an intertemporally varying collection of firms.
Then the (risk-adjusted) capitalized value of the stream will be higher than the observed firm
valuations because the firms chosen to represent the production of future dividends, i.e., the
current winners, are not necessarily the ones from which future dividends will be produced.
Employing the representative firms hypothesis, the same evidence would be interpreted as
the finding of a large premium on equities. For example, Hall and Hall (1993) document the
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existence of a `value-shortfall' in the S&P 500: the value of firms in the index at a given date
consistently underestimates the discounted value of dividends produced by firms in future
indices. (See Figure 2.) Their interpretation is that the value shortfall reflects an excess
discount rate that investors put on equities, while our explanation is that the value shortfall
is cvidence of continual reallocation to current -"en

Figure 3 illustrates that the value shortfall also holds for the CRSP data on stock market
prices. We used the constant nominal discount factor of 5% in computing the 'ex-post
rational price.'

From the (be-cushioned)/finance perspective the solution of the value shortfall is rela-
tively straightforward: increase the degree of risk aversion of the representative consumer
until the value shortfall disappears. Figure 4 shows the ex-post value of the marginal rate
of substitution (stochastic discount factor) between tomorrow and today of a representative
consumer, with constant relative risk aversion preferences, living in the U.S. from 1926 to
1992. Notice that as the degree of risk aversion increases the average value of the stochastic
discount factor decreases well below one.

We then took a step beyond the Hall and Hall analysis to see if we could explain the
value shortfall as the result of resource reallocation among a varying collection of firms. To
isolate the consequence of resource reallocation, we extracted from the data the stream of
future dividends produced by a given collection of firms at a given date. For example, using
the firms listed in 1926, say a 26 , b26 , c25, etc. — called the 1926 stock market, we tracked
their dividends from 1926 to 1992. In 1927, we performed the same procedure on the 1927
stock market of firms a 27, b27 , c27 etc., tracking their dividends from 1927 to 1992. Under the
representative firms hypothesis, the computation of the value shortfall would be the same
whether we regarded the stock market as a single entity over the sample period or as a
succession of year-by-year stock markets. Under the varying portfolio of firms hypothesis,
we would predict the value shortfall from the succession of year-by-year stock markets to
be smaller than value shortfall from the stock market regarded as a single entity. Figure 5
reports the results of the test. It illustrates that a substantial portion of the value shortfall is
eliminated when the ex-post rational price is computed from the succession of stock markets.
In the Appendix, we describe how the data for the year-by-year stock markets and their
associated dividends was assembled from the original data set. (...Appendix omitted..)

The failure of the representative firms hypothesis also has implications for the volatility
of stock market indices. Unfavorable shocks to the current collection of firms produces a
more significant decline in their valuations than will be evidenced by future dividends since
the latter will be smoothed by reallocation from the current to future collections of firms so
as to achieve efficient output and consumption smoothing. Similarly, favorable shocks to the
current collection produces a more significant increase in their value than will be evidenced
by future dividends since it implies that resource reallocation to another collection will be
delayed.

Reallocation of resources among firms acts to smooth dividends in a way that is governed
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by the population of firms; but, in the absence of representative firms, econometric practice
implies a (mis-)match between output, consumption or dividend data from the population
of firms being imputed to valuations or returns from the (non-representative) samples. We
shall argue that measured rates of return from the samples are biased in favor of finding
an apparently excessive premium and measured prices of the sample are biased in favor of
finding apparently excessive volatility, although returns and fluctuations in the value of the
population obey standard properties.

3 The Model

3.1 Rationally Fluctuating Confidence in Beliefs

Productivity shocks will be determined below by random variables {Z 1 } that are a Markovian
mixture of two processes Z1 (1) and Z,(2):

Z2 = A 2 Z2 (1)+ (1 - At)Zt(2).

Each Z1 (i) is iid with Z(1)	 -Z(2). For example, if Z(1) is a	 binomial random variable
[1, -1;p], then Z(2) ti [1, -1; (1 - p)]; or if Z(1) is normally distributed, Z(1) ti .Ar(m,a),
then Z(2) AV(-m, a).

Each A 2 can take on only two values, {0,1}; hence, Z2 is determined either from Z2 (1) or
Z1 (2). The two-state Markov transition for A, is symmetric. It is defined by the probability
that the state at date t will repeat at t + 1,

Pkt+i h I A t h] =	 h 0,11.

We think of the persistence parameter a as near unity; hence, in the medium term Z2 will
often be the outcome of successive draws from the same Z(i); but over time the likelihood
of a switch increases and in the long run the unconditional mean of Z is EZ 1/21EZ(1)-1-
EZ(2)] = 1/2[EZ(1) - EZ(1)] = 0. This particular conclusion holds for any a E (0,1), i.e.,
as long as switches from Z(1) to Z(2) are recurrent.

Assume that market participants know a and the properties of Z(i) but observe only
bit = (Z t , z2 _ 1 , ...); hence, they can only make inferences from the sequence of realizations of
Z about the sequence of distributions from which they were drawn. Let

1,2 =P[At =

be the belief upon entering period t that the distribution from which Z2 will be drawn is
Z(1). Pk i = 1 kcjd be the posterior on A t = 1 after observing Z2 . These posteriors are
updated according to the following recursion

b i = Pk t = 1	 = aP[A 1 _ 1 = 1 [wt_1 1 + (1 - a)(1 -	 = 1 I wt-11)•
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Denote by 6z the belief in the following period after observing Z and having belief b
in the current period. For the (Bore!) set B, P i(b,B) = f P(b,bz E B)dP(Z = Z(i))
is the probability that having beliefs b today will lead to beliefs in B tomorrow given that
observations today are from Z(i). The transition probability for the Markov scheme of beliefs
ean be. shown to be

P(b, B) = bP i ( b, B) + (1 — b)P2 (b, B).

The equilibrium distribution of the Markov scheme is defined as

13(B) = J P(b, B) dB.

The symmetry of the two-state Markov chain on A implies that ES = 1/2. The opposing
symmetry of Z(1) and Z(2) implies that B is symmetric around its mean and that the
distribution of B has two modes whose locations depend on the persistence parameter and
the 'distance' between Z(1) and Z(2). (See Figure ?.)

Through Bayesian updating, the stochastic process {Z1 } determines a sequence of beliefs
{6,} exhibiting fluctuating confidence or uncertainty, i.e., episodes of beliefs near 1/2 followed
by beliefs rising towards 1, then decreasing, etc. When 6, is near 1/2, confidence is at
a minimum (uncertainty is at a maximum), while the closer b, is to one (zero) the more
confident or certain are beliefs that the true distribution at t is 2(1) (Z(2)). Confident
(more certain) beliefs are more likely to persist because the persistance parameter a is near
one. For the same reason, less confident (more uncertain) beliefs will not be long-lasting, but
they will be recurrent. Changes in beliefs represent learning, but information about future
values of Z does not monotonically accumulate to some asymptote as it would if a were
equal to unity. As beliefs move away from 0 or 1 toward 1/2, there is 'unlearning.'

Beliefs do not change precipitously. Suppose b t = b > 1/2 and consider the possible paths
b, + , 'hitting' a neighborhood of b' < 1/2 for the first time. If the distributions of Z(i) are
continuous, then a positive fraction of these paths will reach a neighborhood of 1/2 before
they reach a neighborhood of W. The closer b is to 1 and b' is to 0, the greater the probability
that beliefs will pass through a neighborhood of 1/2 before reaching a neighborhood of b'.
Thus, episodes of comparative certainty about Z(1) are not typically followed by comparative
certainty about Z(2); rather, they are followed by a period of uncertainty. This uncertainty
is justified since the sequence of observations which caused a change in beliefs from b > 1/2
to a neighborhood of 1/2 may have come from Z(1). (See Figures 6-8.)

An application of the binomial version of this model to equity pricing is found in David
et. al. (1992) and David (1994) gives a continuous-time version of the problem. Hamilton
(1989) developed the econometric technology for estimating a in similar models.

3.2 A Model of Resource Reallocation with Commitments

The set of technologies is

F	 = (i,t, k) : i = 1,11	 = 1 ... L k E [0,11 U {fo}.
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The index i refers to the sector, t to the commitment Length of the technology and k to the
lapacity' of the technology to employ a resource good. The technology fo will be called
the option-storing technology. It belongs to neither sector, has the minimum commitment
length of one period, and unlimited capacity to employ resources. Each technology is a type
of firm.

Let x = (x0 , x l , , Li ) describe the allocation of a single resource good: xo represents
the amount of the resource good committed today, xl the amount committed one period ago,
x2 the amount committed two periods ago, ..., and x L the amount committed L periods
ago. Also, define the sum of commitments as

2 E Xn.
n=1

Note that ± does not include the resources committed today. This reflects the following
timing convention: decisions about resources committed today are made at the end of the
period and do not come on line until tomorrow.

The pair (f, x) e F x ft" describes an allocation to firm f . The set of feasible allocations
for firm f is denoted by X( f). If f = (i, L, k) then

X( f) {x E lit+1 : < k & xt+ i --= xe+2- •• = X L, = 0}.

The total amount of resources committed in the previous f periods cannot exceed k and
commitments beyond those made t periods ago have been released. If f = fo,

X((fo) =	 E 1714+1 : x2 = • • • = x L = 0};

there are no capacity limits and commitments are for one period. The set of feasible firm
allocation pairs is

C {(f,x): E X(f)}.

An allocation for the economy as a whole is described by a (positive) measure a E M(C).

The total resources employed under a is

I 4 da,

where zi da(f, x) represents the operation of summing the components of x (excluding x0)
to form and then multiplying by the mass of firms of type f having allocation x. Loosely
speaking, this is the integral of the second marginal of a.

The first marginal of a, denoted ap, is a measure on the technologies in F, i.e., aF(G)/aF(F)
is the fraction of the firms in the economy having technologies in G C F.

Net investment associated with the pair (f, x) is xo — veto, the difference between the
newly committed resources installed in f at the end of the period minus the resources released
during the period. Aggregate net investment in the allocation a is

—
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When firm f = E', k) makes a (new) investment, it is always in technology (i, 0. Such a
commitment of resources in one period will imply a corresponding commitment of resources
in the following period. Define the set of resource commitments to firm f in the following
period when its current commitments are x as

X(f, x) = Ix' :	 E X( f)	 x'1 = xo,	 = x l , . . ,x't = x t-11.

DEFINITION: An allocation a is feasible if

(i) (No growth in resources)

j [zz. – trot) ] da < 0

The allocation a is assumed feasible throughout.
The allocation a' is a feasible follower of a if a' is feasible and

(ii) (No change is firms)
aF = a t-

(iii) (Individual feasibility of allocations) For p = (a, a'),

plkf,x),(f,x1 )]:x1 X(f,x)} = 0

Denote the set of feasible followers of a as A(a).

(iv) The sequence of allocations la i M 1 is feasible for 00 = a if for t = 1, ...

a, E A(i2,1).

Condition (i) says in the aggregate new commitments of resources do not exceed the
resources about to be released; (ii) says that the distribution of firms in the follower allocation
is the same as the distribution in the preceeding allocation; and (iii) says the set of individual
allocations for firms in (a t , a t+i ) that lie outside their feasible sets is null. Assuming (iii),
equality in (i) implies that aggregate resources remain constant, i.e., f da = f da'. We
call the aggregate amount of resources w.

The key capacity restrictions of the model are (i) which limits the amount of resources
available for employment and (iii) which limits the quantity of resources each firm can employ.
If the capacity constraints k for each firm were unbounded, then (iii) would lose much of
its effect as a binding constraint and technologies would not be scarce. In such a situation
profits as the return to technologies would be zero and all the wealth would be imputed to the
resource good. Conversely, if total resources were to exceed the sum of capacity constraints
of all firms, then (ii) would not be binding and the resource good would effectively lose its
scarcity. Consequently, all wealth would be attributable to technologies. For our purposes
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it is important to avoid both of these polar cases to emphasize fluctuations in the relative
scarcities of technologies versus resources.

- REMARK-(LUCAS'-EXCHANGE-MODEL):–The-aggregate capacity constraints of firms, ex-
cluding the option-storing technology, is

LAW 
tie

Assume the marginal product of resources applied to any firm is non-negative and ignore allo-
cations to fo (assumed to be unproductive). Suppose the aggregate quantity of resources ew
were at least as large as aggregate capacity. Then, reallocation would be pointless since each
firm could achieve its capacity at no opportunity cost. Further, any interesting role for com-
mitments or fluctuating confidence of the stochastic process of beliefs would be eliminated.
Each firm could be regarded as an asset in an exchange economy producing a stochastic
endowment from its fixed capacity, exactly as in Lucas (1978).

3.3 Productivity Shocks

Let yz(f,x) be the output to firm f when its resource commitments are x and the produc-
tivity shock is Z. Assume output is linear in the input and the shock

yz(f, x)	 sz(f),

where sz(f) is the shock per unit of total resources committed to f in the event Z. For the
special case of the option-storing technology fo , sz(f0) = d > 0. Therefore fo is a riskless
technology.

The shock sz(•) depends on f only through i and the commitment length of the firm,
f(f); so we write sz(I, L). Recalling the definition of Z as determined either by Z(1) or Z(2)
where Z(1) —Z(2), we transfer the symmetrically opposed values of Z(i) to the sectors I
and II by assuming

(A.1) sz(I,f)	 s_z(II,f).

Letting EZ(1) > 0, assume sz(A, f) is increasing in Z. Therefore, draws from Z(1) represent
(on average) favorable shocks to firms in I, while draws from Z(2) represent equally favorable
shocks to firms in II. In terms of overall productivity there is no difference between firms
in sectors I and II; the only distinction is how well-suited the firms are to respond to the
current, but unknown, Z(i).

The riskiness of a technology increases with its commitment length. For a Z > 0, assume

(A.2) sz(I,f + 1) > sz(I, f) > s_z(l,f)> s_z(I,f + 1).

Therefore the expected one-period ouput

Eo(I, E) = b J sz(I,f)dP(Z Zi )+ (1 — b) Jsz(I, t)dP(Z 22),
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(= E(1 _0 (//, t) ) is increasing in b.

Recall that in the long run, Eb = 1/2. Assume that the long run expected one-period
output from investing does not vary with commitment length,

(A.3)	 1/2[s7(1, e)+s_z(1,e11= 1 n1sz(I,e+1)+s_z(1,e+ 1)1,

i.e., the higher output from guessing right (Z > 0 for I) is exactly offset by the lower output
from guessing wrong. The higher expected one-period productivities associated with longer
term commitment technologies are therefore based on their believed suitability to the current
environment rather than on any intrinsic technological superiority.

If the parameter a determining the probability of a switch from Z(1) to Z(2) were set
equal to 1/2 so that there was no persistence, then 6 1 = 1/2 for all t. With beliefs constant
at 1/2, all technologies would have the same expected return. Hence, under risk neutrality,
allocation of resources would be a matter of complete indifference. With risk aversion,
however, resources would be applied only to one period commitment firms in I or II to
minimize the risk associated with longer term commitments.

When a is near one, values of be near 1/2 will occur, but beliefs are expected to change.
In this situation there is an added reason for choosing short-term commitments — the option
value associated with the fact that shorter term commitments are more flexible technolo-
gies. As beliefs move toward 1 (0), expected returns favor longer terni commitments in I
(II). By investing in shorter commitment technologies when 6 is near 1/2, resources will
be available for reinvestment in those longer term commitment technologies expected to be
more productive in the future.

Aggregate output is always equal to aggregate consumption. Therefore aggregate con-
sumption associated with the allocation a in the event of Z is

cz(a) = f yzda = f (szti)da.

We shall be interested in how the reallocation process {a t } acts as a shock absorber on {sz, }
to smooth aggregate consumption.

REMARK: Beliefs are relevant because they concern information about pay-off relevant pro-
ductivity shocks. Z. Thus, the definition of fluctutating confidence or uncertainty in the
previous section is not based on information such as changes in political events or general
economic news having only an indirect payoff relevance. But to apply the model, we must
assume the existence of economy-wide shocks interpreted by individual households and firms
more or less uniformly as creating changes in confidence about the payoff relevance to them.

3.4 The Objective Function

The value function for the representative household model is

{00gb( a ) = sup Eb E O t ti(cz,(at)) ,
f a t)	 f.0

13



subject to the conditions that 60 = b and {a t } is feasible sequence of allocations for ao = a.
The one-period utility function u Ft+ —* R. is assumed to be concave and differentiable with
derivative Du(•) > 0 that is continuous at 0. This includes the possibility that u is linear.

It is readily established that the set of feasible allocations forms a compact and convex
set and that the function gt, is concave.' Further, assuming as we shall that supz s z(I , e) is
bounded, go(a) continuous in a, the given initial allocation. Therefore the sup exists.

Denote by az the allocation chosen after observing Z when the allocation is a. Condi-
tional on observations from Z(i), the Markov transition is P i [(a, 6), (A, B)] = f P[(a, 6), ((az,	 E
A x B)] dP(Z = Z(i)). The (unconditional) Markov transition can be shown to be

P[(a, b), (A, B)] = 6P 1 [(a, b), (A, B)] + (1 — b)P2 [(a, 6), (A, B)].

An equilibrium distribution is

E (A B) = P[(a, b), (A, B)] dE

We do not examine conditions for which E is unique.

3.4.1 Directional Derivatives and the Option-storing Technology

With the assumptions above, the concave function gb •) can be shown to be Lipschitz. Conse-
quently, the subdifferential ag b(a) can be shown to exist. An element of Ogb (a) is a continuous
function q : C —4 R. such that for all positive a E M(C),

I q d[d — a] N(a) — gb(a)•

An element of the subdifferential 'prices' the initial allocation a. The inequality says that
if a change from a to O. could be bought (or sold) at prices q( f ,x) for each (infinitesimal)
firm of type f with resource commitments x, and if the consequences of the change were
evaluated in terms of the overall consequences for utility, gb (a)— gb (a), the cost of the change
would exceed the utility gains.

In particular, if a' 	 a + b(  f,x) , where bucz. ) is the measure with unit mass at the point
(f, x), the subdifferential inequality implies that

q(f, , x)	 D g b(a; f,r) )	 lim 	 + h6(1,.)) — gb(a)
h0+

The directional derivative is well-known to be positively homogeneous, i.e., for 7 > 0,

Dgb(a; 1,6(f9r) ) = IDgb(a; bum).

The expression Dg6 (a;	 f,z) ), in which an infinitesimal mass 7 of firms each of type (f, x) is
added to the economy should not be confused with Dg6(a; uo, ) ) in which a unit infinitesimal

/Compactness of the sequence of allocations is with respect to the topology for which {a 1:}	 {at } means
that for each t, aP —■ a t in the sense of convergence in distribution.
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mass of firms of type f with resources commitments 7x is added. Indeed, -yx may not even
belong to Xf

There is one situation, however, where the two directional derivatives do have the same
value. Recall that the option-storing fo has no capacity constraint; hence yx E X( fo)
whenever x E X( f

The option-storing technology is a way to add or subtract resources from the model.
If e° (1, 0,0, ... , 0), Dgb(a : b(fo,e0 ) ) represents the addition of an infinitesimal unit of
resources that will become available for use, possibly with other technologies, from the fol-
lowing period onward. When sz( fo ) = 0, the value of the directional derivative represents the
marginal productivity of resources (to be employed in other technologies) from the following
period onward. It readily follows that

D96( a ; 6(1.,7,0 ) ) = D96(a ; -y6(b,,o)).

The equality also holds if -y < 0. In that case, the directional derivative represents the loss in
future output from withdrawing an infinitesimal unit of resources from the following period
onward. (See below.)

4 Variational Analysis of the Objective Function

4.1 The Division of Wealth between Technologies and Resources

In this section we apply marginal productivity theory to impute the total value of wealth
to the firms and resources cooperating in its production. An obvious starting point is
Dgb (a; 6u m). But this is composite marginal product consisting of the joint application
of technology f along with resources x. The task will be to decompose Dgb(a; bum) into
the sum of two components, one representing the value of the firm and the other repre-
senting the value of resources. The decomposition corresponds to a model of competitive
markets for firms and resources. The flow version of this imputation requires that current
output from any firm, yz( f , x), must be imputed to the rental payments on resources plus
the profits attributable to the technology. The latter term will consist of the competitively
determined 'rents' on the technology plus a stochastic factor based on the composition of its
commitments, i.e., luck.

DEFINITION: At the state (a, 6), total wealth is

147(a, b) = I q da,

where q E agb(a).

For any q E 596(0) it is well-known that f q da = Dgb (a; a). Further,

b.	 g (a + II a) — 96(a)
Dgb(a; a) = lim
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h . )0	

rtto fign(ezt ((1 + h)at)) — u(czi(atM}
= Eb

= Eb /E ,3tDu(cz,(at))czt(at)}
t=o

Recalling that oil	 (zt , zt_ i , z1_2 , ...) are the previous realizations, define

Pot = Du(czt(at))

as the stochastic component of the discount factor: it depends on the realization of Zt and

on cat_ i through at . The flow version of total wealth is: for q E agb(a),

00
W(a,b) =	 = Eb {E fit Pwiewl}

e=0

In recursive form,
W(a, b) = Eb frzcz(a) + t3W(az,bz)}.

Recall that consumption equals output, cz(a) = f yz da. To decompose total wealth
into the portion attributable to firms and the portion attributable to resources, we shall
decompose the output flow for each firm yz(f,x) into profits and payments to resources as

yz(f,x) = irz(f,x) +

Note that payments for new commitments xo are not included in 2; they are paid for in the
following period.

Spot markets operate as follows: at the start of period t, before Zt is observed, the
market price r t for the resource good is established; after Zt is observed, the market price Pt

for the consumption/output good is determined. Because the firm must honor its previous
commitments, firm (f, x) has an inelastic demand 2 for the resource good. Unless the
firm will be capacity constrained in the following period, i.e., when f = t, k), unless
E hh==t1-1 xi = k, it also has an elastic demand for new commitments xo based on what the
firm believes market prices for the output and resources goods will be in the future.

To give a marginal productivity interpretation of rental prices for resources, assume that
the payoff to the riskless option-storing technology f0 is 0. Thus, —Dgb(a;6(f.,,0)) is the
marginal product of losing resources; more specifically, it represents the utility losses (which
are zero in period 0) from having to withdraw a small amount of resources each period. For
this to be well-defined, f ixt(f) da t > 0 for t = 0,1, ...; otherwise, if at some t no resources
were released from commitment, it would not be feasible to withdraw resources.

The market price of the resource good will determine a marginal firm as one that is
just indifferent between making and not making new commitments. If (new) commitments
were for one period only, a marginal firm in period t would one with the smallest expected
per unit output, mini fEbszt (f)	 x) E supp a t & xo > 01. With longer commitments,

CO
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determination of the current marginal firm requires looking ahead to the implications of new

commitments.

Let en E Et."- I be the vector with a one in the n th component (n = 0, 1,	 , L) and zeroes
elsewhere and denote by e an abitrary element of {e"}. Define r( f , e) as the feasible succes-
sor(s) of ( f , e) follows: if tt. 61 , ,r(f)— I, 1."(f, e n ) ( f, 4 — resour e commitments
remain in the same firm and are aged; and (2) if n 1( f), 1'(f, e") = {( , e°) : f' E F} 

—released resources can be transferred to a new commitment in any firm.

Proposition 1 Assuming resources are released in each period,

co
—Dgb(a;b(f.,_e0)) = Mill Eb E fi tp,„„sz, (MC,

t=1

subject to the restriction that (J. t+1, e t+i) E r(ft, et), t = 1,2 ..., where ft is selected from
those firms in {f : ( f, x) E supp a t , xo >	 in which new commitments are being made.

Letting {Earl ' be the sequence of firms from which resources are withdrawn that
achieves the above minimum, then

— Dgb(a; buo,_,0 ) ) = E6 pz s z ( f; ) — Dgbz (az; &fore)*

where fi is the marginal firm in period 1. Therefore, setting

rz = sz(1;),

as the price of resources in period 1 after observing Z implies that the expected profits for
the marginal firm will be zero.

An equally valid measure of the resource good is D gb(a; b,to )); but there is a possible
difficulty in equating the two. Any (f, x) that is capacity constrained is unwilling to pay
for more of the resource good today because its marginal product would be zero. Therefore,
if LI happens to be capacity constrained, there will be a difference between the cost of
taking resources away and the gains from adding resources for that firm. Of course, for the
economy as a whole the value of additional resources will be based on giving them to some
other firm that it not capacity constrained; but we cannot be sure when the switch is made
that the marginal product will not be lower, with the consequence that —Dgb (a; — 6(f.,0 ) ) >
Dgb (a; buo,(0))•

We shall ignore the possibility of a kink by assuming that the marginal firm is not capacity
constrained. Therefore, the resource component of the value of total wealth at (a, b) is

R = mw

[Pro + Dgb(a; achne w

ll
= fyzro + Et, E fi t pw, rw,_, tv,

1=1

where pz = pz,, and ro is the price of resources in the initial period.
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Pricing the resource good yields an evaluation of firms. The stream of profits accruing
to firm f starting at x is

00

= Eb E O tP,,, [Y it ( f , x t ) — rz,_,-±d}
00

t=0

1> E b E°0 IVP.,IYz,(Lx;)-rz,_'41

for all {xi} such that x i, E X( f) and xi,+1 E X( f ,x;) and x'c, = x. Or, in recursive form,

v( f , x) = max Eb{pzlrz(f, vrz( f , x) + fiv( f , x')}
x , EX

max

Therefore the firms' component of the value of total wealth at (a, 6) is

V = f v da.

Current realized profits are

Trz(f, x) = yz(f,x)— r2,

which can be positive or negative. For example, firms in sector 1 which took on long-term
commitments expecting shocks to favor them may find that beliefs now favor firms in sector
2, therefore lowering Eyz(f,x) from what it was when the commitments were taken on,
without reducing the overall demand for resources, therefore keeping r high. Or, firms in
sector 1 which took on commitments because the expected profit seemed to be just worth it
may now find that prospects are even more favorable, raising Eyz(f, x) by more than any
expected increase in r.

To summarize,

Proposition 2 Assuming resources are released in each period and the marginal firm is not
capacity constrained,

W = f gda

00

Eb E 0 1p,,„ f yz, dat}
t=0

Eb

 {

00

	

E	 z, da t +	 Zg dad}
t=o

00

	

{ E	 f rzt dat} + Eb{ E	 f 4 dad}

	

t=0	 t=o

= f v da + mto

= V + R

v(f,x) = Eb {E fl tPw,7rzi(f, xt)}
t=0

t=0
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The term q(f,x) measures the value of adding a firm with technology f along with the
addition of (committed) resources x, whereas

v( f, x) = q( f,x) –

measures the value of the fine's  contribution to that combined value by subtracting off a
measure of the economy-wide opportunity cost of x. But because it also depends on x, v(f, x)

remains a composite value that should be distinguished from v(f, 0) (= q(f, 0)). The latter
is more nearly a measure of the 'pure' value of adding an additional firm with technology
f. When gb is differentiable, v( f, 0) = Dgb(a;6,1,0)); therefore v( f, 0) is the value as of today
from adding a firm with technology f which can be activitated tomorrow.

REMARK: (Bankruptcy) Evidently, since firms do not have to be used v(f, 0) > 0; also
the aggregate value of firms V will be non-negative. But we cannot rule out the following
`bankruptcy condition:' for states in the limiting distribution E, we may encounter v(f, x) <
0.

4.1.1 Special Cases of the Marginal Firm

When the riskless payoff d from the option-storing technology f0is zero, it may never be
employed in an optimal sequence of allocations. Let ct be the smallest value of d such that
it is employed in every allocation in the support of an equilibrium distribution E. In that
case, it is readily seen that –Dgb(a;-6(h,o)) = Dgb (a; btf„ ,,o ) ) and the value of the resource
good is always r t = d. Hence,

R= Eb (E Otp,,}w.
t.o

In addition to de, suppose the representative consumer is risk-neutral. Setting pm = 1,

R= -W
1 – #

Further, since consumption equals output,

cz,( a ,) = itzt da, + (w.
J

Therefore, all of the volatility in consumption is attributable to the volatility of aggregate
profits. We shall consider these special cases below and throughout Section 4.

4.2 The Difference between Equities and Total Wealth

One way to compare equities with total wealth is to consider their coefficients of variation.
The mean and standard deviation of total wealth are given by

ETV= 1147 de;
)1/2

oW = (111V– E(W)I2dE
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with similar expressions for the mean and standard deviation for V.
We are interested in conditions for which

crV oW

EV EW
It is useful to rewrite the inequality as,

crV 	 EV

[cr 2V + cr 2R 2cov(V, R)] 1/2 > EW •

The following conditions contribute towards making equities more volatile than total
wealth:

• ivEV is small

• crR is small compared to crV

• cov(V, R) is negative

Empirically, equities held by households represent no more than one-tenth total wealth
and the evidence from Figure 1 suggests that it is more volatile than any other source of
wealth. Information on the covariance among different sources of wealth has not yet been
obtained. In its absence, we consider covariance from the perspective of the model.

Suppose the value of one-period output from the riskless technology is d* of the previous
section. Therefore

00
I? = E b {E fl ip„,} (d*w)

0=1
r(cl*w)

Therefore,
cov(V, ft) = (d*w)cov(V, r).

One should expect that cov(V,W) > 0 whenever firms other than the option-storing
technology are used. And, the greater the value of total wealth, the greater the consumption
and therefore the lower the values of discounted p„, 's; hence the lower the value of r, implying
cov(F, W) < 0. Therefore, cov(V, F) is negative.

When there is also risk-neutrality, F is a constant equal to [1 — [1]- 1 and the above
inequality is always satisfied.

Another way to distinguish equities from total wealth is to compare their rates of return.
It is convenient to begin with the expression for total wealth at the state (az, bz),

W(az,bz) = Eby {Pz icr( az) gW(az,,bz,)},
where Z' is the shock following Z. Use this to define

Wz(az, bz) = —W(az,bz),
Pz
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Pwz( az, bz) = Eez {Wz(az,,b2,)+ ez(az)}
where

Wz(az,bz)

as the 'ex-dividend' value of total wealth.

The predicted gross rate of return on wealth is

Ow(a,b) =Eb{ewz(az,bz)},

The mean rate of return on total wealth is

EPw = 1Ow dl

Similar definitions apply to Vz(az, bz) = (0iPz) 17 ( 2z, bz), Rz(az,bz) = O/PzR(az,bz),
etc., leading to a mean rate of return on equities Eov = I ev d£ and on resources EDI? =

J. PR de.
Equilibrium implies that for each

i3PzE t, {— Lev - gild} = 0.

Because the equality holds unconditionally, after substituting it may be rewritten as

E
 (

31=1 E[ell ow] COV 	 PV ew) = O.
Pz	 PZ

High values of the stochastic discount factor ripz,/pz are associated with falling consump-
tion, i.e., the existing deployment of committed resources is now less productive. Typically,
this will occur because an unexpected switch has taken place between Z(1) and Z(2) causing
beliefs to become less confident. Consequently the rate of return on V falls. But the rate of
return on ill is held up by the resource component of total wealth which is expected to be
efficiently reallocated. The negative covariance between Opzipz arid — owl implies that
the rate of return on equities will exceed the rate of return on total wealth.

4.3 The Division of Wealth between Active and Inactive Firms

DEFINITION: Let a = aA a,A , where aA is the restriction of a to the set

{(f,x)	 0 0),

the active firms with resource commitments, and a,„ A is the restriction of a to the complement

{(f, .r)	 = 0)),

the inactive firms. Since the allocation a,„,4 is supported on {(f, 0) : f E	 it is effectively a
measure (ii) r < a F on the available technologies not currently in use. We shall be particularly
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interested in those situations where the supports of a A and a—A differ, reflecting the fact that
different technologies are in use at different times.

Use this decomposition of a to define a decomposition of firm valuations

V = VA ±	 = J V daA + f v da—A,

where VA is the aggregate value of active firms and V,..A is the aggregate value of inactive
firms. It should be evident that (1, 0) E supp a—A does not imply that v(f, 0) = 0. On
the contrary, v(f, 0) is likely to be positive if there is a positive probability that f will be
activated at some future date.

By construction all of the output and profits are produced by active firms, i.e.,

irz da = f rz daA	f yz da = f yz daA

Define the value shortfall as V — VA, the difference between the value of all firms and the
value of active firms.

It is important to distinguish who will observe the value shortfall and how it will be
interpreted. First, households in our model do not observe a shortfall since they hold all the
firms in V. The valuation of inactive firms makes them indistinguishable from the active
ones as far as management of the household's portfolio of firms is concerned.

Taken literally, quotation of valuations for firms that will only be active in the future is a
considerable idealization. More realistically, think of the active firms as those used in a stock
market index. Firms may leave the index (become inactive) for a variety of reasons including
a temporary change in the composition of the index, the firm leaves the stock market, or
the firm ceases production. Conversely, firms become active by moving onto the index when
they are already on the stock market, or when can change from privately to publicly held,
or when new firms appear on the stock market, e.g., through mergers.

Our main interest is the econometrician's observation of the shortfall.

ASSUMPTION: The econometrician only observes the valuation of active firms.

There are situations where the econometrician will nevertheless be in a position similar
to the household.

DEFINITION: Regard elements of F as 'plant' technologies. Given aF as the distribution of
plants in the economy, let a firm of type h be defined as having the distribution of plants
af . The representative firms hypothesis is satisfied if for all j, supp supp a s'. The
firm sector of the economy is given by weights wi , with mi > 0 and E wi = 1, such that
E	 = aF.

With respect to the firms 4, the allocation a is summarized by ai , where (an = af and
E wjaf = a. The valuation of 4 is based on the plants owned by h as well as the resources
committed to those technologies. The internal valuation of these plants in given by v(f, x),
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above. Therefore the value of firm j; is yi = f vdai . The value of all firms is therefore

E	 f v du; = V.

Consequently with representative firms there is never a value shortfall: future reallocations

are fully reflected in the valuations of active firms.

The definition adopted in this paper is at the opposite extreme from representative firms.
Identifying firms with 'individual plants' makes them sufficiently heterogeneous that — along
with the assumptions of commitments and fluctuating confidence of beliefs— future reallo-
cations are not fully reflected in the valuations of active firms.

With non-representative firms, the observations of the econometrician and the household
differ. Throughout the following assume that the econometrician fails to take this into
account as if the representative firms hypothesis is assumed, although it is false.

When data on VA is matched with the stream of future dividends, the value shortfall
leads to an equity premium. From the model, we know that

V = Eb ftc otp,,n,, .

where IL, = f az, da,.
Observing VA and dividends from a stream of realized profits {II,„}, the econometrician

looks for discount factors pL i such that

=

vA = E	 IL.,
1=0

Hence, for the typical realization of {w t }, the average value of )9:1/4 will be lower than Ep,„

leading to the conclusion that the observed discount rate on equities is larger than it actually
is.

Replacement of V by VA also has implications for measured volatility. Taking the coeffi-
cient of variation as a measure of volatility, the volatility of VA is greater than V if

aVA	 EVA

[ Cr2V A + (7211̂  A + 2COV(V A ,V, A )j 2 12	 EV

In the model, the right-hand side is less than one but is unlikely to be as low as 1/2.

Empirically, however, the value of equities in a stock market index is likely to be substantially
less than the value of all corporate equities. To mimic such a feature in this model, we could
choose a selected subset of active firms—say those with commitment length greater than
f's and define that as VA . Such a modification would appear to increase the value of the
right-hand-side over the left.

Returning to the original definition of VA, the nearer the persistence parameter a is to
one, the closer VA /V will be to one. The left-hand side says the inequality will be greater

1=0
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(a) the smaller the variance of 17,,A relative to VA and (b) the smaller the covariance between
them. cr 2K,A may be smaller than 0.2VA because the former is not contaminated by the
presence of commitments. The value of inactive firms includes the option of being able to
activate them which should act as a stabilizing influence on the total value of firms.

An expression of the shock absorber theme is that the covariance between active and
inactive firms may be negative. The value of active firms increases beyond its mean when
beliefs are fairly confident and resources are allocated consistently with those beliefs. In
that case, the option value of inactive firms is worth less and therefore VA will be below
its mean. Similarly, VA will be below its mean when beliefs are uncertain and resources are
on average allocated to firms with shorter term commitments. In this situation there is an
advantage to being inactive.

We also compare expected returns. As in the comparison between equities and total
wealth, equilibrium implies that for each b,

{

,3Pzi r
--WvA — Pv..4 ]} = 0,
Pz

and therefore

E (OPz—Pz
) E [evA — ev_i

A] + cov( i3 
Pz

PZ' 
, p3„ — pv_A) = 0.

A large value of the stochastic discount factor 13pz,/pz means consumption is falling.
The unfavorable productivity shocks imply that dividends paid by active firms go down.
Typically, this be associated with a change in beliefs so that resources are no longer properly
deployed among the currently active firms. Some of these active firms will be continually
contracting. Hence, the rate of return on active firms is falling. As another manifestation
of the shock absorber role, the rate of return on inactive firms will rise because the fall in
consumption is typically a signal that the currently inactive firms will have a greater role to
play in the near future.

5 Calibration
The model described above has a number of features making its numerical solution and sub-
sequent calibration impractical. For simulations and econometric work we propose a simpler
version that captures the concepts of non-representative wealth and non-representative firms.
The computational model leads to a calibration similar in form to Mehra and Prescott (1985):
match unconditional moments of output, dividends and consumption and examine their pric-
ing implications. Our goal is to illustrate the magnitude of the bias on the finding of apparent
excess volatility when the implications of resource reallocation by non-representative firms is
ignored. These implications extend to the appropriate choice of statistical test for measuring
volatility. (Future applications will be to the value shortfall and the apparent premium on
equities.)
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5.1 Description of the Computational Model

In Section 3, the characteristics of a firm were f = (i, t, k). In the present section, all

firms will have f := co and k = 1. The firm's opportunity to make an infinitely long-lived
commitment is limited in a sin gle date at which it first employs resources. Thereafter the
firm simply observes the consequences of its decision.

The set of firms is

F = {(i,t); i = 1,11 t = . ,	 U tfol,

where f = (z, t) identifies the sector and date at which the firm makes its commitment.
The unlimited length of the commitment will imply that once a firm is activated, it never

becomes inactive. To lessen the weight of the past, we shall assume (contrary to Section 3)
that the resource good depreciates in use at a constant exponential rate 6. To prevent the
resource good from depreciating to zero, the economy is endowed with a constant amount of
new resources ri > 1 in each period. Thus, the total amount of resources is

E 6,-, 	
(1 — 6)•T.o

In addition to the n new units of resource good available in each period, one unit of new
capacity for adding firms is available that can be used in either sector. If not fully utilized,
it suffers 100% depreciation. This last aspect greatly simplifies the decision problem, since
it removes the option of waiting to invest the capacity.

Let x(t, t) E [-1,1J denote the choice of sectors in which new firm capacity and resources
are added: x(t, t) 1 if capacity and resources are invested in Sector I and x(t,t) = —1 if
in Sector II at time t. (Note: x(t,t) = 0 means that one-half unit of resources is added to
each sector.) Once committed to a particular sector, both the capacity and resource become
specific and depreciate at the common rate 6. Depreciation implies that

lx(t —	 t)I = 6 1-r ix(t —	 t — r)j,

where x(t — r,t) represents the allocation of resources committed to firms at t —'r remaining
at t.

An allocation at t may therefore be described by

a, = {x(t — T, t) : T = 0,1,2,...}.

For the results below, a t will be a sequence of l's and —I's multiplied by their appropriate
depreciation factors 6*--T.

The total capacity of new firms to employ resources in any period is 1. Hence, at a
minimum, the remaining (r i — 1) of resources available in any period is allocated to 10.
Assume that the riskless payoff d from fa is positive. Further, assume the representative

00
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consumer is risk-neutral. Recalling the results of Section 4.2.2, setting the constant marginal
utility of consumption equal to 1, the valuation of the resource good is therefore:

R=d
1 — b 1 — •

(We switch to ex-dividend values to simplify the description of the econometric tests.)
It remains to describe the productivity shocks. Let

si
	if
(t, t + 7-) =,Sl
 s + E„Ci Zt-f-.	 = I

Enr=i Zt+. if = II

be the shock per unit of resource good allocated. The shock to firms in either sector includes
a constant s. The stochastic component says that once resources are committed, their per
unit productivity depends on the sum of shocks thereafter. The opposing symmetry follows
the previous convention of letting shocks from Z(1) (EZ(1) > 0) favor commitments in sector
I and shocks from Z(2) favor sector II. The partial sums of productivity shocks produce
heterogeneity within and across firms in sectors I and II in a manner which attempts to
mimic the effect of varying commitment length on aggregate quantities and values in the
theoretical model.

The goal of the following section is to describe the separate components of wealth,

W	 A+ R. +

5.2 Analysis of the Computational Model

The assumption of risk neutrality of the representative consumer further simplifies the allo-
cation problem since it will allow us to ignore the past in making current decisions.

Assume s > d. Since EZ = 0, resources allocated to either sector have a greater expected
payoff than fo. Hence, exactly n - 1 units of the resource good —the amount left over
after allocating resources up to capacity in sectors I and be devoted to fo . The
complexity of the reallocation process has been reduced by fixing the amount of resources
available for reallocation each period.

Let
P[At =

be the posterior on A t given the observed information up to time t and let

b t = ag i _ i + (1 — a)(1 —

which is equal to PIA, = 	 the posterior on At given the observed information up to
time t — 1.

Let EZ(1) = p (EZ(2) —p). Consider, the optimal forecast of Zt+o , n > 0 based on
information up to time t:

E[Zt+„Iwtj = itP[At = 1 Pt ] — p13 [A t4.„ =
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1- D

= pP[A,+ ,, = 1[wt] - p(1 - P[A t±„ = liwt ] )
2p(P[A t±„ = 114 - 1/2)

Assume a > 1/2; then if 6, 4. 3 > 1/2, P[A ti.„ = 11w,] converges monotonically to 1/2 from
above and if bi÷i I/2 it wabri tica mainitanii_ally to 1/2 from below, i. e., the optimal
forecast of future values of Z converges to the unconditional expection as the future date
increases.

THE OPTIMAL POLICY: The risk neutral consumer will prefer to invest all new resources
and capacity in a new firm in sector I if b t+1> 1/2 and in sector II if bt+i < 1/2. This follows
directly from the monotonicity property of the expectation of future Zi +N given kid.

Let vi(t - 0 be the value of firm f = (i,t - r) at date t, i = I, II. It is made up of the
following three components:

	

vi (t - r,t)	 x(t - 7, t ) ([(s d)-13	+ 	 13 	 E zt_,,
1 - 01	 [(1 - 6)(1 - 0) „„.(1

ct fin (bnE[E Zt+h Wt1)]
n=1	 h=1

The first component represents the constant productivity advantage of sector I (or sector
II) firms over the (marginal) firms of type h. The second component represents the value of
previous shocks. If the firm is relatively young this component should be positive on average,
since b,÷, must have been greater than or equal to 1/2 if i = I and less than or equal to
1/2 if i = II. As the firm ages it is possible that A will have switched at least once, hence
the second component might be small or even negative. The third component represents
the value of future productivity shocks to the firm. As the firm ages the sign of this term is
indeterminate; however, its value is goes to zero as (t - r) increases.

The total value of all active finns at t is

vA( t ) = E[w ( t - 7,0+ vidt - 7, t)]
r=0

It can be similarly be split into three components:

Value of Constant Productivity Advantage over {f,}

(VA 1)

Value of Previous Shocks to Active Firms

(VA2) 13 E (x(t - T,t) • E zi-.)(1 - 6)(1 - fi) 7=1 n=1
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Value of Future Shocks to Active Firms

(VA3)

where

oo

dt tan (bnE[E Zt+r Wt}) •
n=1	 r=1

CO

at = E x(t — 7,0
r=1

is the net difference between the allocation of resources at t previously allocated to
sector I over sector II.

Items VA1 and VA2 comprise the aggregate dividends produced by active firms, therefore
aggregate dividends. The sum of these three components does not equal the total value of
all firms in the economy since new firms will appear in the future. These new firms are
the equivalent of the currently inactive firms of the theoretical model that are expected to
reappear. The value of new firms in the computational model is

V,A (t) = E Or—t (E irE[i(T, T n) E Zi I bid)
r=t+1	 n=1	 i=r

The valuation depends on the future (optimal) decision of where to allocate capacity.
Aggregate dividends represent the flow from currently active firms but the characteristics

of these firms are constantly changing through the addition of new firms and the depreciation
of old ones. For there to be a value shortfall, i.e., V,-„,4 > 0, future allocation decisions must
be based on more than the unconditional values of future Zs. For example, if a = 1/2,
previous values of Z are useless in predicting future values. Hence, after subtracting out the
constant rent, the marginal expected value of firms activated in the future would be zero.
When a > 1/2 the situation is different: as a gets closer to one, or p becomes larger, or a
becomes smaller, the value of V A /VA will increase. Each of these conditions implies that
previous values of Z are useful for future decisions and therefore contributes to increasing
the value shortfall.

5.3 The West Volatility Test

We simulate a calibrated version of the computational model to assess the potential bias in
a canonical test for excess volatility due to West (1988). His test is designed to deal with the
`stationary issue' which had cast some doubt on the results from the Shiller-LeRoy-Porter
tests. West's test is based on an inequality produced by linear predictions from two sets of
information, one a subset of the other. The intuition is that the revision in the forecast of
the stock price will be smaller, the larger the information set used to produce it.

Recall that the value of existing firms on the stock market depends on three components,
two of which are know at the start of time t, VAi and VA2. Thus, for existing firms the only
unanticipated movement in stock prices must come from the realization z t and the manner
in which this affects future forecasts of the partial sums of Zi-En.

co	 oo
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Consider, the update in the optimal forecast of Z, 4.„, n > 0 produced by the realization

of Z1:

E[Z + . I	 — EIZt+. I we-- = 2P(bt — bi )(P[At+n = 1 1 A t = 1] — P[A t +n = 1 I A, = 0])

The only source of time variation in this expression is the update in the posterior b, — b,.

Define
oo

J,(w,)
 = E(bO)"E[E Z,+,

n=1	 r=0

as the present discounted value of the partial sums of predicted 	 Using the change in
the optimal forecast of	 the unanticipated movement in .7, is

ut(wt)= Mwt) -	 I wt-t]

where

1	 - 1 )]	 •— E[J, Wt-1] = EOM" ((Z1 — E [Zilwi-ID	 —+	 E[Zt+r 1 E[Z,41 L'it
n=1	 r=1

The unanticipated changes in future values of Z is a non-linear function of Z. Information
about w,_ 1 can be summarized by b,, so by abuse of notation we can also write U(Z,,bt)•

Before we consider the effect of reallocation, we need to address two issues concerning the
testing methodology applied to U. The caveats we note in this case are also important for
the application of excess volatility tests to individual equities where the effect of reallocation
can be ignored.

To produce a forecast of the fundamental value of J from a smaller information set, the
econometrician must first construct a forecasting model for the future values of the sums of
Z, and then estimate it using the observed values of the partial sums.

and then estimate it for partial sums of Z, based on their previous history. Predictions
from the forecasting model are used to form a 'fundamentals' estimate of J, and the unantic-
ipated change In practice the forecasting model is always assumed to be linear. Further,
it is generally assumed (with exceptions) that agents in the economy are not learning and
therefore the forecast errors to be used in generating the unanticipated movement are the in-
sample residuals from the linear forecasting model. Neither of these assumptions are satisfied
the computational model.

5.3.1 Nonlinearity

West's (1988) proof of the consistency of his test is only valid under the assumption that
the variable being forecasted is a linear time series. One might think that if the forecasted
variable were non-linear that this would only affect the power of the test rather than its
size, i.e., if the best forecasting model is really nonlinear, restricting attention to linear
models is similar to using a smaller information set. Thus, the bound is still working in the
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correct direction under the null hypothesis. As discussed in Potter (1994) this intuition is
correct when applied to the one-step-ahead forecast error (Z 1 - E[Z1 wt _ 1 1), but not when

applied to (E[Z+„ I cad - E[Zt+. cat-1]). In fact there appears to be no general relationship
between sequences of differences in nonlinear predictors based on different information sets
and sequences of differences in linear predictors based on the same information sets as the
nonlinear predictor.

5.3.2 Use of full sample information

In the computational model, the agents know the parameters of the forecasting model,
(a, p, a), but they do not know the current value of A. The agents generate recursive forecasts
that do not react to improved knowledge of the historic values of A: `byegones are byegones'
as far as agents are concerned. Econometric forecasting models that are estimated on the
whole sample without constructing a recursive estimate of beliefs will react differently to
this information about past values of A. The reaction will be to produce an ex-post smooth
estimate of the new information about dividends in the past. In particular, linear models
estimated over the whole sample that ignore the non-observability of A will frequently lead
to better predictions about dividends over the sample period than could be obtained by
agents based on their optimal (non-linear) estimates recursively applied. In other words, the
joint misspecification of linearity and observability will lead to the conclusion that agents
had better information at the time than they did. Hence, the hypothesis upon which West
relies— that the econometrician's information set is smaller than the agents' — can lead to
the conclusion that the econometrician knows more than the agents when applied under the
joint misspecification.

5.3.3 Application to the Model

The unanticipated movement in the value of active firms is the product of U and the summary
statistic a of the current allocation,

(VA )t Et-1(VA)t = Utat•

When a, = 0, the distribution of a t is such that revisions concerning future Zt±„ will
cancel; firms experiencing positive revaluations will be exactly offset by firms experiencing
negative revaluations. However, as the absolute value of a t gets closer to its maximum of
17(1 - 5), the affect of unanticipated changes will be greatly amplified.

Suppose the econometrician is told the sequence {u,a,} (West suggests an instrumental
variable estimator in practice). The objective is then to compare the variance of Ua with
a value derived from a forecasting model for aggregate dividends, call this FUa. Since the
information set produced by aggregate dividends is presumed smaller than that used in the
construction of Ua in large samples or repeated sampling, the variance of FUO, will be larger
than Ua.
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In the computational model, aggregate dividends are produced by a changing sample of
firms. By construction this will tend to be smoother than the dividend stream produced
by any particular set of firms. We assume that the econometrician ignores this feature. In
addition the econometrician

• ignores the fact that U is not linear

• uses the whole sample for estimation of the forecasting model.

We call the econometric model of unanticipated movements in firm valuations produced in
this way the linear decomposition, LDt.

West (1988) reports a Monte Carlo study in the case that dividends (D) follow an arith-
metic random walk

WEST = 100 
cr2(LD) — cr2(Uet)

0.2(ua)

where 0- 2 (ua) is the variance of the true unanticipated movement in the value of active firms
and cr2 (LD) is the variance of the unanticipated movement obtained by applying a present
value calculation to the forecast error from the linear model for aggregate dividends.

By construction the present value relationship holds and one would expect the median
value of the statistic to be 0 if the information set used was the same as market participants.
West finds some mild small sample bias in his Monte Carlo study with the median estimate
being 1.7. In the data he finds a value of 80.

We use the same procedure except that we replace the arithmetic random walk process for
dividends by a calibrated version of the computational model. Dividends, stock price values
and the unanticipated movement were simulated with the discount factor set at 0.9413 and
6 = 0.95 and the change in dividends calibrated to the coefficient of variation given in
West (1988). Notice that one has great freedom in choosing s,d,ri since they do not enter
into the definition of Ua. For example, one could introduce growth through deterministic
productivity improvements in s and d; and other features such as price dividend ratios could
be matched by changing s relative to the properties of Zt . The ratio of dividends to national
income could be matched by choice of 71. In the calibration s t and dt are assumed to grow
at the same rate (with a constant level difference set) to match the coefficient of variation
of changes in dividends.

For each sample of aggregate dividends a linear autoregressive model with 40 lags was
estimated on the whole sample and used to construct a hypothetical upper bound on the
volatility of the true unanticipated movement in stock market value.

The first column of Table 1 replicates West's Monte Carlo study for a sample size of
140, which gives an effective sample of 100 (1,000 replications were used). The median value

Dt = Dt_ t + Et,

where E t is iid. Therefore, in our terminology his Uii =V —EV = EOM —On. He examines
the following ratio:
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of WEST is close to that found in the data even though by construction the present value
model is true (33% of the replications had a greater value than West found in the data).
There is substantial variation in the values as can be seen from the maximum and minimum
of WEST.

The other two columns of the table show the effect of increasing the effective sample size
to 1,000 (100 replications) and 10,000 (10 replications) respectively. Note that in these two
columns the minimum is always above zero and the median appears to be settling to a value
close to 50. In West's terminology an econometrician in the economy with 10,000 years of
stock market data would think that 50% of the volatility in stock prices was excessive.

5.3.4 Other Statistical Properties of the Simulation

The correlation between the true unanticipated price movement and that implied by the
linear model for dividends was also calculated. Its median value across simulations was
close to zero. Along with the results of the volatility test, this might be offered as supporting
evidence that the stock market is not being driven by 'fundamentals.' In fact, the absense
of correlation is based on the application of a linear model in a non-linear environment.

The properties of dividends in this economy are also of interest. Although by construction
dividends are integrated of order zero (on removal of the deterministic trend), the sum of
the moving average coefficients from the linear autoregressive model estimated on dividend
growth had an average value close to 1. This is reflective of the 'nearly integrated' nature of
the productivity shocks.

Finally, one might wonder whether the nonlinearity is so obvious that an econometrician
would immediately reject the linear model. One measure of this propensity is the standard
deviation of the one-step ahead forecast error for dividends from the linear model estimated
over the whole sample compared to the optimal forecast error using the nonlinear predictor.
In sample sizes of 100, the linear forecast always had a smaller standard deviation than
the true error. The explanation is that the linear predictor smooths based on the whole
sample (both revised views of A and the allocation) so it can avoid 'mistakes' made by
the optimal predictor. In sample sizes of 10,000 this effect disappears since the number of
autoregressive coefficients is kept constant at 40. However, the average improvment from the
optimal predictor is only 1.5% in the sample of 10,000; so there appears to be little reason
for rejecting linearity.

Figures 6.a to 8.b give information from three samples on (1) the true unanticipated price
movement, (2) the price movement implied by the linear decomposition and (3) the pattern
of beliefs compared to the true value of A. Volatility in the true unanticipated component
of prices appears to be tightly related to sudden movements in the prior, reflecting the re-
valuation of existing fixed commitments. In contrast the unanticipated movement using the
linear model for dividends is much smoother and more connected to the true movement
in A t , reflecting the full sample smoothing implicit in the linear model. The unanticipated
movements are somewhat asymmetric with large negative movements ocurring frequently.
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Notice that large movements in beliefs do not always produce big movements if in the previous
periods beliefs had not been consistently favoring one sector over the other imply a t 0 (see
Figure 7 around observation 25).
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Table 1:

NIONTE CARLO STUDY OF

WEST VOLATILITY STATISTIC

USING THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Sample Size 100 1,000 10,000

MEDIAN 72 50 48

MAXIMUM 99 65 52

MINIMUM -1563 24 43
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